
FEEDBACK 2022-23  

Feedback mechanism’s strength determines improvement and growth of an organisation. The 

college takes almost care to maintain various formal souses to obtain feedback from various 

stakeholders. The stakeholders are encouraged to give/share their ideas and their views are always 

welcomed by the principal via official emails, in the public domain. Feedback forms are designed 

for students to get their view regarding various aspects such as teaching programme, college 

infrastructure, coverage and clarity of topics in syllabus, grievance handling, unit tests and 

evaluation programmes for students, cultural events and sports events etc. 

 The college has arranged suggestion boxes in different departments and common rooms. 

There boxes are periodically opened by IQAC under the supervision of the principal. Any 

complaints received is addressed by principal and various committee in-charges/teacher bodies. 

The IQAC also collects regular information through SSS form. Teachers feedback on curriculum, 

infrastructure is also received with in staff council frame work. The principal at the end of the 

academic session (Convenes various meetings with different departments) to discuss, device and 

revise pedagogical strategies according to teachers experience and suggestions. These suggestions 

are recapitulated for implementation of new pedagogic strategies and programmes in the staff 

councils meeting on the opening day of the new session. 

 The college has opportunity give feedback directing to parent departments in the university 

through staff members when invited in UG BOS meetings to develop and revise curriculum. The 

college not only works on regular Feedback from present students but also has a wide network 

with its alumni. These students are well settled in India and Abroad and provide regular 

information for the betterment of the college. Parents of the students are equally important. The 

IQAC also receives feedback from them through question regarding infrastructure/Classes and 

students’ response towards various aspects discussed above.  

 

Suggestions  Observation/Source Action Taken 

Renovation of Wash room 
for teachers and students 

Feedback from 
teachers and students 

Washrooms of teacher and students was 
renovated. 

Competitive exam classes Students Extension Lecture and workshops 
organised on Career Guidance and 
Placement. 

Educational 
tour/exhibition 

Students Two Educational tours were organised to 
Parliament of India and IIAS, Shimla 

New education policy 2020 Alumni/ Teachers Workshop on NEP 2020 
conducted/Attended for teachers  

Mentorship of Students   Students/Parents/Tea
chers 

Mentor In-charges are assigned to each 
student of college 

 


